Marine Products

Multipurpose Lubricants
MARINE 66
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CRC Marine 66 is a multi-purpose oil designed to provide longer
protection and prevent damage due to water and salt atmosphere in
marine engines and boating equipment. Its superior penetrating power
breaks through rust and corrosion, loosens rusted parts and keeps them
free, displaces water from wet equipment and cleans away scale and
dirt. It displaces moisture out of ignition systems to help start wet engines.
Spray on any parts prone to rusting after being in contact with salt water.
SIZE
CODE

400ml 4 Litre
6006 6008

SYNTEX
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CRC Syntex is a synthetic multipurpose lubricant, ideal when high lubrication
qualities are required. CRC Syntex is a colourless, odourless and tasteless film
that is effective within an extreme temperature range of -40°C to +350°C.
It outperforms traditional lubricating oils and will not wash off or dry out.
CRC Syntex does not contain acid, silicone or petroleum distillates,
making it safe for use on rubber, metals, painted surfaces, fiberglass and
most hard surfaces and allows treated surfaces to be repainted. Ideal
where metal and rubber surfaces come into contact. CRC Syntex is the
ultimate multipurpose marine lubricant.
SIZE
CODE

210ml 400ml
3033 3035

5.56
CRC 5.56 is a multi-purpose service spray that penetrates, lubricates and
prevents corrosion. The original toolkit in a can, ideal for marine use.
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CRC 5.56 forms a thin film that lubricates moving parts for smooth action
and silences annoying squeaks and squeals. Superior penetrating power
breaks through rust and corrosion, loosens rusted parts, displaces water
from wet equipment and cleans away scale and dirt. It protects metals from
corrosion caused by humidity, salt air and other corrosive atmospheres.
SIZE
CODE

2

70ml
5002

210ml 400ml 4 Litre
5028 5005 5007
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20 Litre 200 Litre
5009
5011

Multipurpose Lubricants
TACKLEGUARD
CRC Tackleguard is specifically formulated to prevent and protect all forms of
fishing and general equipment from corrosion. It cleans, lubricates, drives out
moisture, prevents corrosion and protects even through periods of storage. A light
spray once a day during fishing lubricates and protects. Apply at the end of the
season or earlier if heavy use or continuous exposure to the elements occurs.
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SIZE
CODE

130ml
6028

MULTILUBE GEL

MARINE GREASE

CRC Multilube Gel is a unique synthetic
penetrating gel specifically formulated to provide
a clean, odourless lubricant for high-pressure
and high-temperature applications. It contains
friction modifiers, anti-wear additives and tacking
agents, does not drip off or fling off at high speed
and resists hot and cold wash-off for long-lasting
protection. CRC Multilube is the perfect marine
lubricant for winches and bearings.

CRC Marine Grease is a tacky blue grease specially
formulated for use on boat trailers and other marine
equipment. Based on an aluminium complex and
fortified with an advanced additive package, it
provides superior adhesion and excellent water
shedding properties, resisting water wash out under the
most severe water conditions. It protects from corrosion
in salt air and water and other corrosive conditions.
Great for trailer wheel bearings and rollers.

SIZE
CODE

SIZE
CODE

210ml 500ml
5018 5014

WIRE PULLING LUBE
A water-soluble polymer gel with PTFE specifically
designed to facilitate smooth pulling of wires and
cables. It provides superior lubricity throughout
the entire pull and avoids wire damage from high
pulling forces. It dries to a very thin film that will
ease cable removal if required.

SIZE
CODE

1 Litre
2053

20 Litre
2055

SILICONE GREASE
CRC Silicone Grease is a thin non-curing silicone
grease designed for sealing, lubricating and
waterproofing rollers and moving parts. It insulates
valves, electrical contacts, spark plugs, battery
terminals and fasteners from moisture and protects
against corrosion. It is resistant to oil, water and
chemicals and with a temperature range of -40°C
to +200°C it will not harden, freeze, dry or melt.
CRC Silicone Grease is ideal for boat and trailer lightfittings and sockets.
SIZE
CODE
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397g
3121

75ml
3036
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Multipurpose
Lubricants
Multipurpose Lubricants
DRY GLIDE

DRYLUBE

CRC Dry Glide PTFE is an advanced multi-purpose
dry film lubricant that cures to a non-staining micro
thin film. It penetrates and provides long lasting
lubrication where conventional wet film lubricants
are difficult to apply or retain. CRC Dry Glide PTFE
may affect some painted surfaces; may discolour
or damage some plastics.

SIZE
CODE

CRC Drylube is a high-performance dry film
lubricant that is applied wet and quickly dries to
a non-staining micro-thin film of PTFE particles.
It is formulated for extreme heavy loads, sliding
mechanisms and open gears in applications where
the use of wet lubricants is not desirable.

150g
3040

SIZE
CODE

808 SILICONE

WHITE LITHIUM

CRC 808 Silicone is a multi-purpose silicone spray
for general lubrication. It lubricates, waterproofs
and revives without damaging treated surfaces
or leaving marks or stains. It provides ongoing
protection over a wide range of temperatures and
pressures. CRC 808 Silicone lubricates and revives
plastic, rubber rollers and is ideal for use on metals,
plastics, rubber, fabrics, wood, glass and painted
surfaces.
SIZE
CODE

80ml
3052

500ml
3049

CRC White Lithium Grease is a high-purity white
lithiumbased grease with an advanced additive for
long lasting lubrication, excellent water and heat
resistance, corrosion protection and film strength.
Ideal for lubrication of hard-to-reach areas.

SIZE
CODE

500ml 4 Litre
3055 3056

400ml
5037

CDT
CRC CDT Cutting compounds are superior neat
cutting, drilling, tapping and reaming lubricants
formulated for hand and machine cutting on all
types of metal. They significantly reduce friction
and wear, increase cutting speeds, protect and
extend tool life and ensure consistent, high quality
surface finish.

TYPE
SIZE
CODE

Paste Paste
Oil
Liquid Liquid Liquid
250ml 500ml 400ml 250ml 500ml 5 Litre
3061 3062 3063 3059 3064 3068

Penetrating Sprays
PENETR8

PENETR8 FREEZE OFF

CRC Penetr8 is an industrial strength, low viscosity
lubricant and penetrant designed to quickly loosen
and free seized, bound or frozen fasteners. CRC
Penetr8 quickly permeates rust, scale, gum,
grease and corrosion. It creeps into cracks, seams,
threads and joints with great efficiency and leaves
a thin non-drying colourless film with outstanding
lubrication and corrosion inhibiting properties.
SIZE
CODE

4

210ml 500ml
5500 5501

CRC Penetr8 Freeze Off is an industrial strength,
low viscosity lubricant and penetrant with a
unique freezing effect designed to loosen and
free seized, bound or frozen fasteners quicker and
more effectively than conventional penetrants. It
immediately drops the temperature of the treated
area to crack the surface allowing the high purity
penetrant to reach deeper and work faster.
SIZE
CODE
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400ml
5503

Corrosion & Protection
SALT TERMINATOR

lm013 EZIS
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CRC Salt Terminator Engine Flush, Cleaner & Corrosion Inhibitor cleans &
protects anything exposed to salt. Salt water, salt air and road salt can lead
to rust, corrosion, vehicle damage and costly repairs. Salt Terminator dissolves
destructive salt debris that can’t be removed by water alone and leaves a
protective coating, guarding against future corrosion. Regular maintenance
with Salt Terminator can help extend the life of vehicles, trailers, tools, gear and
equipment. Rinse off or simply spray and walk away.* With Mixer
SIZE
CODE

355ml 651ml
SX10 SX22

947ml 947ml* 3.79 Litre 208 Litre Mixer
SX32 SX32M SX128
SX55 SXMXR

SALT TERMINATOR EZ HOSE
E-Z Hose Sprayer in 1L. Just connect and spray. Boats, cars, and buildings
covered in minutes. The quick and easy protector.

SIZE
CODE

1L
SX100H

ZINC IT
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CRC Zinc It offers the same advantages as hot-dip galvanising by forming
a highly-protective coating with 95% highest purity zinc on bare steel or iron
surfaces. It is ideal for repairing damaged galvanised surfaces or as a convenient
and easy-to-apply alternative if hot-dip galvanising is not available. The zinc fuse
directly to clean metal and form a bond that stops rust and rust creepage, even
when scratched, abraded or dented. The quick-drying, tough coating is resistant
to salt corrosion, water and heat and makes CRC Zinc It the premium product
if long-term protection in harsh conditions and highly corrosive environments is
required.
SIZE

350g

500g

1 Litre

CODE

2085

2125

2185

COLOURED ZINC
CRC Coloured Zinc’s unique formulation combines
superior rust inhibiting properties of zinc with a
tough but flexible enamel coating and a coloured
gloss finish in recognised safety colours.

COLOUR Black Black White Green Blue Yellow Red Orange Black
SIZE
400ml 500ml 400ml 400ml 400ml 400ml 400ml 400ml 1 Litre
CODE
2089 2129 2090 2096 2097 2098 2100 2101 2189
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BRIGHT ZINC
CRC Bright Zinc’s unique formulation
combines superior rust inhibiting
properties of zinc with a tough but
flexibleresin coating for heavy-duty
protection and the bright finish of new
galvanising.

SIZE
CODE

400ml 1 Litre
2087 2187
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Corrosion & Protection
PRIME IT

STAINLESS STEEL + ZINC

CRC Prime It is a single pack penetrating shop
primer with high levels of anti-corrosive zinc
complexes. It is formulated for the protection of
structural steel and iron and can be applied over
clean or lightly rusted surfaces. It forms a durable
protective coating with a red-oxide finish that does
not require immediate overcoating.

SIZE
CODE

CRC Stainless Steel+Zinc’s unique formulation
combines superior rust inhibiting properties of zinc
with a tough but flexible enamel coating for heavyduty protection and a hard-wearing stainless steel
finish.

SIZE
CODE

400ml
2091

ETCH IT

SOFT SEAL

CRC Etch It is a single pack etch primer with excellent
adhesion to bare metal. It is formulated for etching
and key-coating bare aluminium, stainless steel,
brass, copper and galvanised metal surfaces and
forms a tenacious key coat to provide adhesion for
a paint system.

SIZE
CODE

CRC Soft Seal provides a dry, transparent, amber
waxy film for heavy protection of parts that will not
wash or wipe off even in severe conditions. It is a
premium heavy-duty, long-term, indoor/outdoor
corrosion inhibitor for machined metal surfaces and
assemblies subjected to long periods of storage or
adverse shipping conditions. It is highly resistant
to humidity, salt water and spray, chemicals and
corrosive atmospheres.
SIZE
CODE

400ml
2110

400ml 4 Litre
3013 3014

LANOCOTE NATURAL

LONG LIFE ANTI RUST

CRC LanoCote is an environmentally friendly
product which exhibits superior corrosion
protection and anti-seize properties. It offers
outstanding, long-lasting protection in harsh
conditions without compromising treated materials
or harming theenvironment.

CRC Long Life Anti Rust provides superior
lubrication and long-term rust prevention to all
metals subjected to rust and salt corrosion. It is
an excellent lubricant for extending the life of
metal to metal sliding/rotating surfaces. CRC
Long Life Anti Rust penetrates and coats surfaces,
displacing moisture and preventing future moisture
contamination.

TYPE Aerosol Pot
Pot
Pack
SIZE
500ml 250ml 500ml 4 Litre
CODE 3020 3220 3222 3224

RUST CONVERTER
CRC Rust Converter is a fast drying coating
formulated for treatment of rusted surfaces. It stops
rust in its tracks. Neutralises rust and transforms it
to a tough black primer. Apply to any rusted metal
surface. Non flammable and contains no known
carcinogens unlike other competitive products.

TYPE Aerosol Bottle Bottle
SIZE
425g 250ml 1 Litre
CODE 14610 3073 18418
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400ml
2092

Bottle
5L
3075
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SIZE
CODE

300g
3097

4 Litre
3098

RUST REMOVER
CRC Rust Remover is a safe effective and fast
remover of rust on steel and iron surfaces. It attacks
rust, not uncorroded metal, and leaves treated
metal surfaces clean and ready to paint, plate or
powder coat.

SIZE
946ml
CODE 18420

Paints
PAINT IT
CRC Paint It is a quick-drying enamel paint with a superb finish. It provides
excellent coverage and dries to a durable tough petrol-resistant coating to
protect metal and other surfaces. It requires no primer when applied to clean
rust-free steel.
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COLOUR
SIZE
CODE

Bright Safety Golden Forrest Ocean Machinery
Black Black Black White
Silver
Red Orange Yellow Green Blue
Grey
Gloss Satin
Matt Gloss
400ml 400ml 400ml 400ml 400ml
400ml
400ml 400ml 400ml 400ml 400ml
3370 3371 3372 3373 3374
3375
3376 3377 3378 3379 3380

BLACK IT

SAFETY GRIP

CRC Black It is a quick drying enamel paint with
a superb finish. It provides excellent single coat
coverage and dries to a durable tough coating
resistant to solvents and abrasion for the protection
of metal and other surfaces
FINISH Matt Gloss Satin
SIZE
400ml 400ml 400ml
CODE 5110
5111
5112

CRC Safety Grip provides a durable and long-lasting
textured coating to most surfaces. The quality epoxy
resin formula stands up to tough marine applications,
providing a safe and effective slip resistant coating which
is tack free in just 1 hour. CRC Safety Grip has excellent
oil, gas and chemical resistance, and has superior
durability over tape applications with no peeling and
cracking.
Colour
Size
CODE

Yellow
340g
3825

Transparent
340g
3824

Engine & Trailer Cleaners
CO CONTACT CLEANER
CRC CO Contact Cleaner is a general-purpose
evaporating cleaner and degreaser for use on
sensitive electronic and electrical equipment. It is
formulated to quickly penetrate into hard-to-reach
areas and effectively flush away carbon deposits,
dirt, light oils, dust, lint and other light contaminants.

SIZE
CODE

ELECTRICAL PARTS CLEANER
CRC Electrical Parts Cleaner is a quick-drying, nonchlorinated evaporating parts cleaner for use on electric
motors and other heavy-duty electrical and mechanical
equipment. It swiftly and effectively degreases, removes
oil, dirt, wax and other foreign matter that are common
causes of current leakages and electric inefficiencies.

SIZE
CODE

250ml 500ml
2015 2016

XD8

AEROCLEAN DEGREASER

CRC XD8 is an industrial strength citrus-based
cleaner and degreaser formulated for powerful
natural cleaning. The natural d-Limonene oil
penetrates and lifts contaminants from surfaces,
leaving them clean with no oily residue.
SIZE
CODE

400g
2019

CRC Aeroclean Degreaser delivers a concentrated
cleaning solution that dissolves and removes oil and
grease from dirty engines. It leaves a detergent on the
surface which emulsifies the remaining contaminants
when flushed with water. Great for marine motors.
SIZE
CODE

500ml
3076
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500ml
5070
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CRC Bright/
CRC
Bright/Black
BlackZinc
Zinc
• ProtectsMetals
metals against
-Protects
Against
corrosion
•Corrosion
Repairs imperfections in new
- Repairs
Imperfections in
galvanising
New Galvaninsing

TRAILER MAIN

COLOUR Bright Bright Black Black
SIZE
400ml 1 Litre 400ml 1 Litre
CODE
2087 2187 2089 2189

CRC LanoCote Natural

CRC
LanoCote
• Lubricates
& protectsNatural
spring leaves

Lubricates gear
& techet mechanism
-•Lubricates
& Protects
gears
Spring Leaves
• Works as an anti-seize for wheel nuts
• Protects
metals
against corro- Lubricates
Gear
& Rachet
sion
Mechanism
Gears
•
Repairs
imperfection
in new
CRC RUST CONVERTER
18418as
Bottle,
Aerosol
-Works
an14610
Anti-Seize
for
Wheel
Unique fast drying treatment for rusted
surfaces.
galvanising
TYPE
Aerosol
Pot
Pot
Pack
Nuts
Stops rust instantly. Suitable
for all marine metals,
500ml 250ml
shackles, winches, drawSIZE
bars, subframes,
wheels 500ml 4 Litre
CODE
3020
3220
3222 3224
and guards.

CRC RUST REMOVER 18420

Safe, effective and fastCRC
removalBrakleen
of rust on steel
and iron surfaces. Ideal for all marine exposed
•smallCleans
& degreases brakes
metals, great as bath for
rusted parts.

CRC ZINC IT 2085

•

Spray on other parts to prepare

CRCthem
Brakleen
for lubrication & fabrication
Forms a highly protective coating. Is ideal

- Cleans & Degreases Brakes
- Spray on other parts to
CRC BRIGHT ZINC 2087
prepare
Galvanic rust protection with
the ﬁnish them for
of new galvanising.
lubrication, fabrication etc.
for repairing galvanised surfaces or an
easy to apply alternative to hot-dip galvanising.

CRC BLACK ZINC 2089

Protects un-primed, metallic surfaces
from corrosion.
SIZE

600g

4 Litre 20 Litre
5091

The CRC Zinc range is ideal for shackles,
CODE 5089 5090
winches, draw bars, subframes, wheels
and guards.

CRC
CRCMarine
Marine66
66

DI - ELECTRIC GREASE 5107

CRC MARINE 66 6006

Multi-purpose oil designed to prevent damag
Non-curing silicone compound forCRC Silicone Grease
• Spray on any parts proneelectrical
to
due to water and salt atmosphere. Can be us
sealing, lubricating protecting and
• boatLubricates rollers
boat &
trailers, springs, shackles, domes and z
insulating. Ideal for electrical contacts,
rusting after trailer has been
engines
and boating equipment.
electronics,
trailer
plugs
and
light
sockets.
moving
parts
washed of salt water
Makes connecting and disconnecting ﬁsh
CRC SALT TERMINATOR SX128
ﬁnders a breeze.
Engine ﬂush, cleaner and corrosion inhibitor
cleans and protects anything exposed to salt
SCAN FOR
For use on boats, motors, trailers and vehicle
HOW TO VIDEOS
Hose applicator also available.
SIZE
400ml 4 Litre
SIZE
75ml
Products may be available in other sizes,
CODE 6006 6008
CODE 3036
visit www.crc.co.nz for more information.

- Spray on any parts prone to
rusting after trailer has been
washed of salt water.
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CRC Silicone Grease
- Lubricates Rollers
& Moving Parts

